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GlobalSign Integration with AirWatch MDM
Airwatch Mobile Device Management (MDM) automatically provisions
GlobalSign Digital Certificates onto mobile devices without end user
interaction, enabling secure BYOD and preventing unauthorized access

Seamless Mobile Security with Digital Certificates and MDM
Every day the number of enterprises and employees relying on devices to conduct business is increasing, giving enterprises
and users flexibility to stay connected whether in the office or on the road. While this increased level of connectivity is
beneficial for the enterprise, opening sensitive business services to mobile device users creates serious security risks and
vulnerabilities that must be addressed.
Controlling which devices can and can’t access corporate networks can be easily and successfully managed through an MDM
platform and the use of PKI-based digital certificates. GlobalSign’s integration with AirWatch’s MDM platform allows
organizations to streamline mobile authentication by automatically provisioning digital certificates onto mobile devices to
enable secure Wi-Fi, VPN access, and authenticate to email.

Support BYOD and Secure Corporate
Devices with Mobile PKI
PKI is a known and trusted security technology that
organizations have been using for decades to authenticate
users, machines, and servers within their organization.
Expanding PKI to mobile devices creates an easy to
implement and cost effective identity management solution
for devices, allowing organizations to balance employee
desire to access email and corporate data on the go and
the need to protect against unauthorized access to key
business applications.

Cross Platform Support
Digital certificates natively work across various device
platforms including Android, Windows, Blackberry, and
iOS, and are multi-functional, allowing the same certificate
to be utilized for a range of authentication means.

Key Benefits
Certificate administration can be automated,
simplifying deployment and decreasing TCO
Automatically provision digital identities on
devices without end user interaction
Easily manage certificates utilizing AirWatch’s
MDM or GlobalSign’s Cloud-based PKI
Prevent rogue device access to corporate
networks and resources (e.g., email, WiFi, VPN)
Enables employees to BYOD (Bring Your Own
Device) or use corporate-owned devices to
securely access company applications
Increase security by reducing reliance on
password-based authentication
Improve user experience with seamless
authentication to corporate networks and
resources
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